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  If you have followed the topics of business intelligence, analytics, 

and big data over the last decade or two, you may have wondered

what is coming next. After all, the initial fl urry of excitement about 

big data is beginning to subside, and analytics of all kinds have

become an important part of business, but a familiar one by now. 

 What’s next is in this book. Bill Franks refers to it as “operational 

analytics,” but it could also be called such terms as “production

analytics,” “real‐time analytics,” or “decision automation.” As these

terms suggest, the nature of how analytics are performed is changing

rapidly. It’s not the analytics themselves that are changing so much. 

As Franks notes, operational analytics are mostly the same analytics

we’ve done for decades, even centuries. What has changed is the

context in which they are carried out.

 You can read the details in the book, and you should. I will say 

here that instead of the back‐offi ce, slow, batch analytics of the past,

operational analytics are being done much more rapidly and con-

tinuously. They are being integrated with business processes and 

systems, rather than being done separately. I’ve called this trend

“Analytics 3.0,” as you will read in his fi rst chapter, but Bill’s term

“operational analytics” is certainly more descriptive. And he gives a 

lot more detail about how this world works than I ever did.

 This movement is long overdue, after 50 years of separation 

between analytics and the operations of businesses. The separation

created a number of problems. Decision‐makers often requested 

analytics and data to support their decisions, but didn’t actually use

them. They probably wanted to appear more rational and analytical

than they actually were. Quantitative analysts, who should have been

at the front and center of business decisions and actions, were gener-

ally at signifi cant remove from them (as Franks notes from his own 
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experience in Chapter   8  ). Everything with analytics took far longer 

than it needed to. Analytics were still useful in this context, but not 

nearly as useful as they might have been.

 Given all these problems with traditional analytics, it is perhaps 

testimony to the power of the fi eld that organizations still plan to

embed and institutionalize them in their business activities, rather

than leaving them optional and tacked‐on. The work on opera-

tional analytics suggests that analytics can no longer be marginalized

because of the way they are undertaken. Analytics need to inform

decisions both strategic and tactical, and they need to be done at the

pace, time, and location of business operations. As the pace of data 

fl ow has quickened within companies, so must the pace of analytics 

and decision‐making be accelerated.

 If you weren’t wondering what’s coming next, you’re probably 

wondering whether this book is yet another one on big data. The

answer is no—in part because Franks already wrote an excellent one

on that topic,  Taming the Big Data Tidal Wave . It’s not a big data book e
in another sense, because it addresses the use of all sizes and types

of data. In fact, this book might be described as the fi rst  post  ‐big tt
data book. Franks takes for granted that organizations will use their

small, structured data assets as well as their large, less‐structured data 

assets. Why would anyone do otherwise? It seems obvious that data 

can be useful no matter what its size or structure. Unfortunately, 

since small data came before big data, few if any other books have

had “all data” as their focus, and have few have counseled that your

technology environment and analytical activities should be tailored

to the various types of data you will be managing and analyzing.

 This is also one of the fi rst books that focuses on the “analyt-

ics of things” topic. There are many books now on the “Internet of 

Things” (IoT); a quick search on Amazon today yielded more than 

a dozen, even though that term is relatively new. But much less has 

been said about the way to produce value from sensor data, which is

to analyze it and mine it for insights and anomalies. Many of Franks’

examples of operational analytics involve the IoT, and he discusses

how analytics can be used to deal with the vast streams of data those

sensors produce.

 Despite the fact that Bill is the Chief Analytics Offi cer for Teradata, 

he is quite neutral about technologies and vendors. Chapter   5   in this

book, for example, includes a very even‐handed discussion about the 

relative merits of Hadoop and enterprise data warehouses based on
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relational technology. I think Bill is correct in that the vast majority 

of organizations will employ a variety of technologies to store and

analyze data. Nothing ever seems to go away; new technologies aug-

ment the old ones, and the amount of data grows at a suffi cient pace 

to require them all.

 The book addresses a wide range of topics, from technology to 

privacy to people topics. It’s all here in highly useful and digestible

form. It’s not Franks’ style to make wild‐eyed predictions or pro-

nouncements; instead you get calm, straightforward discourse about 

the way things are with operational analytics in 2014.

 The word “revolution” in the title is apt. This move to operational 

analytics is revolutionary in a variety of ways that are covered in the 

book. Embedded, real‐time analytics raise a lot of questions about 

how organizations will work in the future. When computers are mak-

ing most of the decisions, what happens to the people who were pre-

viously making them? How can humans monitor and improve the

approach to decision‐making when it is essentially invisible? Franks

points out that when decisions are made in real time with little or

no human intervention, it has to be a really good set of analytics and 

decision rules, or you can lose a lot of money very quickly. As luck 

would have it, I am working on a book myself that will delve deeply 

into the human aspects of operational analytics!

 So jump into this book and into a previously unknown world 

where many important decisions are made through operational ana-

lytics. You have nothing to lose but your indecision and your offi ce 

in the back!

 Thomas H. Davenport, President’s Distinguished

Professor of IT and Management, Babson College;

Co‐Founder and Research Director, The International

Institute for Analytics 
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  Like manufacturing in the 1800s, the fi eld of analytics needs to 

go through its own industrial revolution. Analytics processes today 

are usually created in an artisanal fashion with a lot of care and 

customization. That’s okay in many cases, and the artisanal approach 

often still is appropriate. However, we must also push analytics for-

ward to another level of scale and impact. The industrial revolution 

took manufacturing processes from an artisanal practice to a modern 

technological marvel that is able to manufacture quality items at mas-

sive scale. The same type of revolution must happen with analytics.

 Centuries ago, if a bowl was needed, then a visit to a potter was 

necessary. A potter can make a custom bowl to fi t any need. The 

problem is that such an approach isn’t scalable. The limited pool of 

potters can create only so many bowls in a day. Today most bowls are 

created on a large scale in manufacturing plants. Although it is still 

possible to purchase a custom bowl from a potter, it isn’t cost effec-

tive to use that approach except for special situations. Besides cost 

considerations, people today also often prefer the consistency of a 

mass‐manufactured product. However, even in today’s world, bowls

don’t magically appear. Someone still has to come up with a design, 

build initial prototypes, create a mold, and validate that the mold

will produce the right bowl time and time again. Only then is an

assembly line turned on to manufacture the bowl at scale.

 A similar process is required for operational analytics. Framing 

and designing each new analysis is still necessary. Building a proto-

type of the analysis and testing multiple iterations of it to make sure

everything works correctly is still necessary. Only at that point can

the analytics process be promoted to an operational process, turned

on, and executed in an automated fashion. After being turned on,
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the performance of the analytics process must be monitored con-

stantly just like a real assembly line is monitored.

 Making analytics operational doesn’t remove any of the steps his-

torically required to build an analytics process. Rather, it takes the 

process further. Operational analytics deploys analytics at industrial

scale just like traditional manufacturing processes enable bowls to be

produced at scale.

 Operational analytics is about embedding analytics within busi-

ness processes and automating decisions so that thousands or millions 

of decisions every day are made by analytics processes without any 

human intervention. Whether those decisions directly touch custom-

ers or simply optimize an organization’s actions behind the scenes, 

the impact can be substantial. 

 If an organization doesn’t begin to move toward operational ana-

lytics, it will struggle as its competitors drive analytics deeper into

their business processes. The myriad operational analytics opportu-

nities available to businesses today are driven by increased data avail-

ability, increased analytics processing horsepower, and increased 

accessibility of robust analytics techniques.

 Whether we realize it or not, operational analytics is already at 

work around us every day and impacting our lives. In many cases,

these analytics are no longer hidden behind the scenes. Consumers

today are often both aware of the analytics that are occurring and

even expect it. Let’s briefl y look at some ways that operational analyt-

ics is now impacting our daily routine to set the stage for what is to

come in the book:

●    Airlines automatically reroute customers when a fl ight is 

delayed in order to limit travel disruption and raise customer

satisfaction. The analytics take into account a lot of facts about 

each customer, other passengers, and the status of alternative 

fl ight options. 
●    When people visit their favorite websites, the sites make rec-

ommendations as to what else they might like based on what 

they’ve viewed, what search terms they use, and what details

seem most important to them based on the patterns of their

behavior. Often this includes taking into account every action

up to the last click.
●    When a customer service agent is contacted to help with an 

issue, the agent often understands the caller’s history and is 
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guided by analytics to the best actions to resolve the issue. The

recommended actions account for many factors about the cus-

tomer and the product or service the customer is discussing.
●    Social media sites are able to identify, and connect people with, 

long‐lost friends or colleagues through analysis of extended

social networks. Within seconds of linking to a friend, more

recommendations are found.
●    People can go into a store and instantly obtain credit based on 

an assessment of the current state of their creditworthiness,

as determined by analysis of a wide range of historical credit 

history data.
●    Banks and credit card issuers constantly use analysis to protect 

us from fraud. Behind the scenes, banks are constantly review-

ing accounts for behavioral anomalies that indicate fraud and

are able to quickly freeze an account until the purchases are

verifi ed with the customer.

 These are just a few examples of where operational analytics 

impacts us daily, where we determine the analytics to be valuable, and 

where we have come to expect even more. Later, we also discuss a 

variety of examples where people are largely unaware of the analytics 

occurring around them.

 Many of the technologies and architectures that supported tra-

ditional methods of developing and deploying analytics processes

won’t work for today’s complex requirements. The classic systems 

and architectures, as well as historical analytics methods, have

started to groan under the weight of the requirements of opera-

tional analytics. Companies must adapt and change the way they 

store and analyze data as well as how they deploy the results. That’s 

going to necessitate changing not only infrastructure and analytics

methodologies but corporate policies as well. If an organization tries

to squeeze rapid, high‐volume operational analytics into systems and

processes that were created and architected to support only batch

requirements, it will have a very diffi cult time.

 We can expect to see continued disruption of business models 

and competitive environments as the analytics arms race continues. 

Twenty years ago, many organizations used little or no analytics. 

Today, most organizations use a fair amount of analytics. Having data 

that was weeks old and analytics processes that were executed infre-

quently in a batch environment used to be good enough. That is 
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no longer true as the leaders in the analytics realm make analytics 

operational.

 Five to ten years from now, virtually no business will remain 

untouched by this trend. Resistance is futile. Your organization

needs to implement operational analytics, and this book will help

you get started. Watch for the continuing transformation of busi-

nesses in the coming years as analytics continue to become truly a 

critical, operational component of a business rather than simply a 

nice add‐on. This book focuses on how this evolution has come to

pass and what is required to understand and implement operational

analytics in your organization.

 Sit back, get comfortable, and let’s go!

 Who Should Read This Book? 

 This book is intended to provide readers with a working knowledge 

of what operational analytics is, what an organization needs to know, 

and how an organization must act in order to succeed with opera-

tional analytics. The book comes from a strategic and conceptual 

level, not a technical and tactical level.

 Although this book is accessible to anyone regardless of back-

ground, those who will fi nd it most interesting are the executives 

and managers whose roles will touch operational analytics. Profes-

sionals involved in creating operational analytics processes will also

fi nd the book to be valuable.

 If you read my book  Taming the Big Data Tidal Wave  (John Wiley e
& Sons, 2012) and you liked it, you’ll like this one too. Although 

the subject matter is different, I have followed the same general tone 

and structure. While most of the focus is on totally new topics, some-

times this book builds on the themes from my earlier book. At the

same time, the content of this book can stand alone, and familiarity 

with Taming the Big Data Tidal Wave  is not a prerequisite.e

 Who Should Not  Read This Book? t

 This book is a business book; it is not a technical book. Readers look-

ing for deep technical details, mathematical formulas, or examples

of code will not fi nd what they are looking for and should consider 

a different book.

 This book avoids specifi c product, service, and platform rec-

ommendations. Instead, it focuses on product classes and general
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architectures so that readers will know what to look for when they 

search for products and services. Readers looking for specifi c 

recommendations that include company and product names won’t 

fi nd those here. 

 Last, this book does presume some working knowledge of the 

analytics space. Those looking for a review of fundamental analytics 

concepts won’t fi nd it here. Instead of taking time to defi ne every 

term, I assume that common terms and approaches are already 

understood.  

 What’s in This Book?

 This book consists of nine chapters divided into three parts. The fi rst 

part of the book sets the stage by describing the market trends driv-

ing operational analytics, defi ning the topic, and providing examples 

to illustrate the concepts being discussed. The second part of the

book covers how an organization can prepare for operational analyt-

ics by outlining how to make the business case, what infrastructure

to consider, and how to govern operational analytics processes. The 

last part of the book discusses the analytics required, the people and

teams that create and support the analytics, and the culture required

to be successful. Each part and chapter is described in more detail

next. 

 Part One: The Revolution Has Begun 

 Part One focuses on the trends that are leading us toward opera-

tional analytics and provides examples of how operational analytics

is already a part of our lives. It covers high‐level themes that set the 

stage for the more detailed discussions that follow later in the book.

 First, we defi ne operational analytics and discuss how analyt-

ics approaches, methods, and processes have evolved to the point 

that they can support operational analytics. Next, we discuss how 

to cut through the hype around big data and focus on what is truly 

important for businesses to know as they incorporate big data into

operational analytics. Last, we walk through a range of illustrative

examples that showcase operational analytics in action. 

 Chapter   1  : Understanding Operational Analytics 

 Operational analytics can sometimes entail upgrading a batch 

analysis process to run in an embedded, automated, real‐time fashion. 
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Often, however, operational analytics involves different types of ana-

lytics being applied in a different way. Increasingly, with the advent 

of big data, different sources of data are also utilized. The reason 

for the differences is in large part because operational decisions are 

different from many of the traditional decisions addressed through 

analytics. This necessitates changing how analytics processes are 

built, what methods are used, and how analytics professionals do 

their jobs.

 This chapter defi nes what operational analytics is and how it is 

different from analytics of the past. How the development of analyt-

ics processes has evolved to enable support of operational analytics

is also explained. Some perspectives on how analytics is changing the

way companies do business are also provided.  

 Chapter   2  : More Data . . . More Data . . . Big Data!

 It is hard to recall a topic that received so much hype as broadly and 

as quickly as big data. While barely known just a few years ago, big 

data is one of the most discussed topics in business today. As might 

be expected with such a meteoric rise, confusion and misinforma-

tion about big data are rampant today. This is leading many orga-

nizations to start down paths that they should not start down. The

failures that result from these misguided actions will be painful and

costly. Luckily, with a little work and some education, the average 

company is perfectly capable of avoiding the most egregious hype

points and starting down sensible paths that make economic sense.

 This chapter discusses many of the hype points and misunder-

standings about big data. It not only points out the fl aws in the

common interpretations but provides some alternative views and

approaches that are more realistic and rational. Big data will play a 

large role in operational analytics so it is important to understand

how it fi ts.

 Chapter   3  : Operational Analytics in Action 

 The concept of making analytics operational isn’t new. However, it 

was rarely achieved in practice in the past. The fact is that compa-

nies could get away with less, and so they did. As technology has

advanced and businesses have become more sophisticated, however, 

operational analytics is becoming an inevitable requirement. It just 

won’t be possible to compete in the future without analytics being at 

the heart of a wide range of daily decisions and actions.
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 This chapter presents a variety of real‐world examples of opera-

tional analytics. It illustrates how operational analytics can support 

decisions of many types and also shows how operational analytics can

range from very simple to incredibly complex.   

 Part Two: Laying the Foundation 

 Part Two helps readers understand how to put in place a foundation 

that can support operational analytics. A solid foundation is a critical

prerequisite to success.

 First, we discuss how to make the business case for investment 

in operational analytics. Nothing of substance can happen until the

decision to invest is made. Next, we discuss how to create and utilize

the right analytics infrastructure. The landscape today is more com-

plex and more diffi cult to navigate than ever before. Last, we dis-

cuss governance and privacy issues that need to be addressed. When

analytics is embedded and automated to the extent that operational

analytics is, strong governance in place from the start is required. 

 Chapter   4  : Want Budget? Build the Business Case! 

 An early step in the pursuit of operational analytics is justifying the 

expense and effort that will be required to be successful. There are

new tools, new data sources, and new skills required, and big data has

only made the situation more complex. Many organizations won’t be

comfortable with the fact that there are more unknowns than usual

and more perceived risk as well. Persuading an organization to take

action will require signifi cant effort and solid justifi cation.

 This chapter explores the factors that must be accounted for as 

a case for investment is built. The factors to be considered include 

technologies, services to implement and maintain the technologies,

the work to create the analytics processes, and the effort to embed

the analytics processes and make them operational. Only by account-

ing for the entire range of costs can the best investment decisions be

made. Focusing on just a few line items will lead organizations astray.

 Chapter   5  : Creating an Analytic Platform 

 As the use of analytics has exploded, the market has been fl ooded 

with products intended to facilitate the analytics. Although this is

a good thing, it also leads to confusion and makes it necessary to 

weed through myriad options in order to choose what is right for any 
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given organization’s problems. Some technologies will be applicable

almost universally, while others will be applicable only when circum-

stances are just right. Every organization will need to fi nd the right 

mix of technologies for its needs.

 This chapter discusses the technology landscape as of early 2014. 

The most important technologies are discussed, as well as when to

apply them. Focus is on how to use a mix of technologies to create an 

analytics platform that will provide the required performance. Most 

important, guidelines on how to connect the different technologies

together into a single, cohesive, unifi ed analytics environment are 

provided.

 Chapter   6  : Governance and Privacy

 Operational analytics directly take action without human interven-

tion. Care must be taken to ensure that appropriate governance is

in place to minimize the risk of an unexpected problem causing

serious damage. Different types of governance are required for the

discovery and development process than are required for the deploy-

ment process. Special care also needs to be taken with privacy, given 

the sensitive nature of much of the data utilized today. 

 This chapter discusses the governance concepts required for 

both the discovery and deployment processes. It outlines how to 

effectively enable innovation and experimentation while still allow-

ing for a safe and secure deployment. Specifi c attention also is given 

to privacy issues.   

 Part Three: Making Analytics Operational 

 Part Three focuses on what it takes to put operational analytics 

into action. Once the foundation discussed in Part Two is in place,

that foundation must be utilized effectively in order to realize its

potential.

 In Part Three, we cover important concepts related to the analyt-

ics approaches required to successfully evolve into operational ana-

lytics. We also cover how to staff and organize analytics teams for 

success. Last, we address the cultural issues that must be considered

as an organization readies itself for the changes operational analytics

will force. One of the hardest parts of making analytics operational

is overcoming fear of change and getting people to embrace new 

approaches. 
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 Chapter   7  : The Analytics

 The centerpiece of operational analytics is, of course, the analytics 

themselves. But what do they look like? Although operational ana-

lytics have many similarities to traditional analytics, there are also

differences between the two. Succeeding in the world of operational

analytics and big data requires some new approaches. There is the

need to leverage new techniques and new data, there are new types

of problems to address, and there are new requirements for measur-

ing success.

 This chapter delves into the analytics requirements behind oper-

ational analytics. It discusses some of the techniques and methodolo-

gies that will be required and how some of the classic lessons from

the past still apply. Last, the chapter covers how to effectively mea-

sure the success of an operational analytics process and monitor its

performance.  

 Chapter   8  : The Analytics Organization 

 No matter the strategy chosen for analytics, somebody has to make it 

happen. Thus, an important part of making analytics operational is

to have the right team in place. Having the right team is more than

just hiring smart people with the skills to cover all aspects of opera-

tional analytics. The team must be structured and organized effec-

tively as well. Also critical is putting in place effective incentives and

empowering the team to do what is needed by giving it the authority, 

responsibility, and mind‐set to succeed.

 This chapter outlines how to charter and empower an organiza-

tion that will succeed in driving operational analytics with big data. It 

outlines how to structure an analytics organization and who should

be on the team. It discusses what the team’s approach should look 

like and what type of incentives should be in place. It also suggests

some behaviors and attitudes that will help the team to be as produc-

tive as possible.  

 Chapter   9  : The Analytics Culture

 One of the most diffi cult challenges in moving toward operational 

analytics is the process of changing corporate culture. Unfortu-

nately, this effort is often underestimated. Different attitudes and 

policies are required when a company becomes driven by analyt-

ics at the operational level. Analytics must be trusted, embraced,

and demanded by everyone at every level of the organization. The
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cultural transformation can take longer and be more frustrating

than the technological and analytics process transformations. When

dealing with human emotions and personalities rather than facts

and fi gures, things can get messy.

 This chapter covers important changes to mind‐set that must 

occur within an organization to succeed with operational analytics.

It also discusses ways to utilize people’s emotions and personalities 

to advantage as new analytics processes are deployed. Finally, it dis-

cusses how an organization can facilitate success while handling the

inevitable failures that occur from time to time.  

 Conclusion: Join the Revolution!

 This fi nal chapter is a short recap of the key messages from the book 

along with calls to action.   
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